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Dear Explorer,
My name is Mesha and I love uncovering the

Beauty N' The East.  

 

No matter how many times I've visited Dubai, I

am always amazed at the latest world-defying

inventions and epic things to get into! And Bali,

well... It's the perfect mixture of serenity and

adventure, the island's energy and natural

beauty had me so in love, excursions and all the

touristy stuff was was just icing on the cake!

Both are two of my favorite destinations and I

am  personally inviting you to see why! 

 

Join me and the GoGirls as we take on Dubai &

Bali in the 2023 Edition of: Beauty N'The East. 

Girl Let's Go
Mesha

Found"Her"
I'm not lost...                         I'm just wandering. 

TM



The Girl Let's Go "Beauty N' The East" Travel
Line focuses cultivating active and meaningfully
experiences by exploring, engaging and
connecting with the history, people, culture, food
and environment of the destinations we visit. We
are adventure seeking, destination-hopping,
adrenaline rushing explorers prefer to learn life
lessons through the power of travel.

This Ain't It!

So, What Is Beauty
N'The East?

So, if you're looking for a beachside vacation...



              Is a guided multi-city tour sampling two
countries while discovering some of the most iconic
monuments in each destination. 

     We've laced your itinerary with exclusive tours and
events, gourmet meals, indulging activities, and the
most rewarding experiences, all the while, leaving you
time to venture off on your own and  cure that
insatiable wanderlust burning inside. 

All meals, attractions, entrance fees and excursions
outlined in your itinerary are included in your tour. 

"This"



Hey Girl, Heeeey!
Oct. 6, 2023

International Flights The Ah-mazing Layover Relax & Recharge 

Til' We Meet Again!
Oct. 17, 2023



What's Included
TBA Roundtrip Flights from JFK or IAD (optional)
Private Airport Welcome
Shuttle Service to Hotel
Five Star Accommodations
GoGirl & English Speaking Tour Guide
Daily Breakfast; Select Lunch & Dinner
Nice to Sea You Dinner Cruise
Dubai City Tour 
Ah' Souki Souki Now! - Shopping 
Burj Khalifa's 124th floor (Tallest building in the world)
Royal Desert Retreat Dinner
Grand Mosque Experience
Say'high Meal in the Sky
Flight from Dubai to Bali
Sumatran Elephant Encounter
Monkey Forest
Balinesian Cooking Class
eBike Cycling tour
90 min Cocoa Therapy & Balinese Massage 
Relaxing Flower Bath
Ayung River Rafting Excursion
Bali Swing 
Starlit Harbor Party
Leisure & Exploration time in each destination
Beauty N' The East Swag Bag & Apparel
Further details are released to registered travelers only.

To preserve the element of surprise and exclusivity to our guests, some events have
intentionally been left out from the brochure. An official day-to-day itinerary will be sent to
registered travelers only, no later than 90 days before the trip. 



Personal expenses
excursions, Tips & Gratuities 

Meals that are not mentioned
in the itinerary

Travel Insurance
Government & Local Taxes

Tips & gratuities are not mandatory but highly
appreciated. A menu of additional excursions for your

leisure days will be provided.

Itinerary outlines B (Breakfast) L (Lunch) D (Dinner)
when meals are provided All other meals are the

responsibility of the traveler.

Travel Insurance can be quoted and purchased on
your own or at

www.GirlLetsGo.com/travelprotection

What's Not Included



Welcome to 

 

Note: Actual day-to-day itinerary emailed to registered guests within 60 days of departure.

     Indulgent, glamorous, and progressive are
words that describe Dubai. United Arab Emirates
city is a luxury travel destination for leisure and
business travelers. 

     Dubai combines a modern metropolis with a
timeless sensibility and Arabian flair. It’s a dining,
shopping, and nightlife mecca where you can
allow your adventurous side to take over and
partake in excursions such as desert safaris, hot
air balloon rides, and sand boarding. Enjoy the
beaches, spas, waterparks, and famous golf
courses. Whether you’re staring in awe at the
Middle Eastern icon: Burj Khalifa, lounging in the
world-famous Buddha Bar enjoying late-night
drinks, or strolling through the chaotic camel
market and interacting with traders, there are so
many unique facets of Dubai culture to experience
on your next vacation!



Dubai 
 In your three day visit to this United Arab Emirates city your itinerary is decked out with five star hotel accommodations, daily expeditions with air conditioned
motorcoach transportation, and English speaking cicerone distilling information, cultural facts, history, anecdotes and fun quirks throughout the journey. The height of
your trip will reach its peak with entry into the Burj Khalifa, the worlds tallest building where you'll be able to peer at Dubai's lay of the land from the 124th floor, to
devouring your gourmet meal 164 feet in the air! Museum entry takes you to uncover the transformation and way of life from what was a desert just 30 years ago to the
mecca and metropolis it is today. Additional tours include a visit to the Qasr Al Watan Presidential Palace and photo opps' at Yas Island with time for lunch and
shopping tour at the world famous Ferrari World. Dawn your coverings for the Sheikh Zayed Grand Mosque Experience. Take in the fascinating skyline and scenery
from Dubai's Marina aboard your dinner cruise. When the smooth sailing is over, we'll bash the sands dunes of the golden desert in 4x4s and partake in an Arabian
showcase of belly dancing, fire shows, camel riding and supper. Though we've jammed your short stay with lots of thrilling adventures, we've also included spurts of
personal time and tour options to allow you to venture off on your own and curate your own signature experience.

Your Experience In



Note: Actual day-to-day itinerary emailed to registered guests within 60 days of departure.

Next Stop

The island of Indonesia is a vacationer's
vortex of amazingly rich culture, endless rice
paddies, jungle-fringed rivers, sacred
volcanoes, temples, mesmerizing sunsets,
beautiful beaches, wildlife, streets filled with
artistic décor and a welcoming atmosphere
happiness, gratefulness, community and
tradition. Bali offers the most indulgent
experiences with no end of things to do,
from trecking mountains to chasing
waterfalls and volcanos to surfing. On the
more serene scope, Bali is a yoga, health,
and wellness hotspot topped with meditation
and delicious cuisine's.



 From the multitude of thrills to the opportunity to have peace and be still, your visit in Bali includes the best of both worlds! 
So, I'm not sure where to start with this one, but "Swiper No Swiping!" Remove your snatchables because the sanctuary we're visiting is home to over 1000 mischievous
monkeys! Then, get ready to get down and dirty bathing, feeding and riding the Sumatra elephants for a day filled with mud and fun. On another day, you'll partake in a
Balinese cooking class and break bread over the Jatiluwih panoramic rice fields. Adventure continues with an Ebike tour to discover the goddess of Dewi Danu upon the
Lake Bratan, and the Tirta Empul temple. Somewhere between the 8 mile rafting excursion along the Ayung River passing through deep mountain gorges, wild jungles
picturesque rice paddies and thundering waterfalls your body should be begging for a retreat. Not to worry! Relax and rejuvenate with a full on Cocoa Therapy traditional
Balinese massage, chocolate wrap treatment and body scrub is rendered with 100% pure cocoa butter and essential oils. Reminisce on it all as you wind down in a
flower bath and body moisturizer. Feeling New? Great. Enjoy the breeze whisping through your toes and hair as you swing through 255 feet of air on the iconic Bali
swing before joining us at the harbor for a sunset dinner cruise. Live music and performances add a bow to your experience. Did I leave anything out? Oh yeah, just a
few surprises. You know we gotta keep you guessing!

Bali Your Experience In



Explore
We explore by immersion. This type of travel allows you to
embed yourself in the culture of a destination, rather than
simply viewing it from a comfortable distance. From it, you
take away unforgettable experiences and memories.



Engaging
For us, sitting on the resort all day just isn't good enough,
unless its for Rest & Relaxation! Engaging in the locale allows
you to bring to life all of the moments you've liked and loved on
social media and check off those line items from your bucket
list. Engagement travel awaken all senses, opens new
perspectives and cures curiosity like no other.



 Whether it's connecting with self, others or nature we  are
in pursuit of deep rooted connections. The kind that change
your perspective, trajectory and outlook on life whether you
find have a photo to show for it or not. 

Connecting     



With Beauty N' the East Trips, plan to spend a few days
here and a few days there as we travel through these
destinations. You'll be resting your head at four and five star
resorts that we felt matched the size, need and expectations
of our group. Trust that our rigorous vetting process doesn't
stop and end with a few trip advisor reviews, we dig deep
with our checklist of requirements beginning with (and not
limited to): 

Accommodations

Due to the privacy and exclusivity we wish to
have for our travelers, resort names are

shared with  registered guests only 60-90
days prior to departure.

Safety in location
Cleanliness & top notch sanitation standards
Mouthwatering gastronomy and superior service
Awe-mazing artistic design and ambiance
Verifiable reviews and industry accolades



Flight schedules are released by the airlines approximately 330 days prior to departure. Seats cannot be accurately priced or
booked prior to the posted schedule. Girl Let's Go, LLC has accounted for price fluctuations in our published pricing, however,

due to the unstable currency and heightened fuel costs , surcharges, and unpredictable future, travelers who opt to have us
purchase their flight will be notified if there is any increase in price; that amount, if any will be added to their invoice and due at

final payment.  Since flight pricing and availability can change by the minute and typically increase the closer you get to the dates
of travel, we encourage all guests to register and make their flight preference as soon as possible. Guests who choose the trip +

flight option will receive their flight itinerary information by or before October 31, 2022. Anyone registering after this date and
desire to be a part of the group flight will be priced at prevailing rates at the time of their request.

Departing: IAD OR JFK to Dubai Airport Code: DXB - Arriving October 6, 2023 - Departing on October 17, 2023 for Bali, Airport Code DPS

FLIGHTFLIGHTFLIGHT
InformationInformationInformation

ImportantImportantImportant   



What About....
Passports & Visas 

Vaccinations

Freedom Lifestyles

Are Required. Passports must have +6 months of
validity passed the date of our trip AND have
pages available to stamp. Visas will be issued
upon arrival. Any changes to these requirements
will be published to registered guests.

Due to the everchanging environment and
publications of the pandemic, travelers should
monitor CDC guidelines for travel to both
countries as what may be valid today can change
tomorrow. On the contrary, guests should advise
their physician about their travel plans and follow
the guidance given.

Regardless of the lifestyle you choose to live and wish to
express, travelers should be mindful about their dress, public
displays of affection, language, conversation topics and the like
as some countries frown upon these showcases and in some
cases have punishable laws in place to protect their wishes. It is
important to remember that these destinations see millions of
travelers each year who have been able to enjoy their vacation
while respecting their destination.



Packaging Pricing

Dubai + Bali With Flight $4420

Dubai + Bali Without Flight $3570

Single Travelers with Solo Rooms Add $750

Yesterday's Pricing
With the ever changing economy and fluctuation of currencies, pricing and availability is subject to
change until the actual time your registration and full deposit has been received. The price you are
invoiced for will reflect the prevailing rates, based on situations and external factors beyond our
control such as increased fuel prices, popular demand, and currency values between countries so
don't delay. Register today!

www.GirlLetsGo.com/ourtrips

http://www.girlletsgo.com/


Payments &  Benchmarks

Registration $100 (Reg. $150)
Final Payment Due by June 1, 2023

    Without payment consistency, we cannot tell "you" apart from
others who simply stop paying and abandon the reservation.

 We understand everyone's finances are different, so at a minimum,
all registered travelers MUST maintain monthly payment of $150
per person per month to avoid trip cancellation. This will NOT pay
your balance off by the final payment date, but it does allow you to
maintain your place on the manifest and make larger sum payments
when you are able. 

Our recommendation, however, is to stick to the preferred payment
schedule we send you. It will evenly divide your trip balance over the
remaining months until final payment. This is a sure fire way to make
sure you stay on track! Remember the longer you wait, the less time
you have to pay off your balance.

Register At: www.GirlLetsGo.com/ourtrips

http://www.girlletsgo.com/


Each traveler will receive their personal
electronic invoice within 48hrs of registering.
Your invoice will include payment options and
instructions on how to make your payments.
Convenience fees are applied to all debit and
credit card payments.

Making
Payments

36
Register At: www.GirlLetsGo.com/ourtrips

http://www.girlletsgo.com/


Girl Let’s Go is strictly a travel provider, not an insurance company. Therefore, payments made on trips are non-
refundable and cannot be transferred to other reservations. If you wish to have the luxury of compensation in the
event you cannot attend the trip, you MUST purchase a travel insurance policy to protect your investment.

Travel   Protection & Refunds

Dear Explorers,

We embark upon contracts, relationships, reservations and purchases based on your "intention to pay and
attend" When you cancel, we are still responsible for the penalties and fees associated with the reservations we
made for you, nor can we receive a refund for any of customized items, events, entry frees, or accommodations
purchased or planned with you in mind. 

Travel Protection (Travel Insurance) compensates you (the traveler) if things do not go as planned. This can
include, but is not limited to: 

Simply put, unless you are physic, or have money to gamble with....GET TRAVEL INSURANCE. 

www.GirlLetsGo.com/travelprotection

Becoming Pregnant
Needing medical care or medivac services
while in destination
Death in Family

Unforeseen circumstances
Missed flights, Lost luggage
Lost JobGot Sick or Injured
Your dog ate your payment



www.GirlLetsGo.com/ travelprotection

Enter your name, state, date of birth, and trip cost and submit.

Shop prices and policies that give you the most desired level of

coverage.

Have peace of mind and protection in the event things don't go

as planned.

Go to:

 

 

 

 

1.

2.

3.



As the worldwide COVID-19 corona-virus pandemic remains ongoing and
unforeseeable at this time, all travelers booking on this trip acknowledge and
understand that every component of this trip is subject to change so that we
remain in compliance with the W.H.O. (World Health Organization) and C.D.C
(Center for Disease Control) guidelines as well as the guidance issued by the
country we are visiting and providers of our service(s) also known as
suppliers. That said, factors such as, but not limited to: entry and exit
requirements, virus testing, vaccination and quarantine mandates both in
destination in country and returning to the U.S.A. will be enforced as they are
given to us.  By booking on this trip, it is understood that travel plans may be
interrupted or canceled by the supplier, any government entity or other third
party to which Girl Let’s Go, LLC may or may not have control over, however
we reserve the right to make decisions the best health and safety interests of
the group without obtaining further permission from the travelers.

The Covid19 Pandemic presents an ever-changing environment. We will issue
the most up-to-date and relevant information regarding the entry and exit
requirements for each destination we visit as we get closer to the travel dates.
This information will be disseminated to registered guests only.

Covid-19: 
& Travel Advisories



Fill Out Registration
You will be invoiced within 3-5 business days once your
accommodations have been confirmed.
Purchase Insurance (Optional but highly recommended)
www.GirlLetsGo.com/travelprotection
Maintain your monthly payments
Watch Your Email for Communication about the trip

Go to: 

Booking Instructions

www.GirlLetsGo.com/ourtrips

http://www.girlletsgo.com/FolksTurningForty


Don't Believe What They Say... Go See.

Images used in this brochure are for illustration purposes only, your view or experience may differ. Detail listed in the brochure are subject
to change, and sometimes it's for the better! Updates are communicated with all registered travelers via email. You should never purchase

a trip without purchasing travel insurance. Brochure Date 8/1/2022, all previous versions obsolete.

Email: info@girlletsgo.com or  Call: 404-458-0226 x236


